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 State and Public School Life and Health Insurance
Benefits Sub-Committee
Minutes
May 10, 2005



The Benefits Sub-Committee of the State and Public School Life and Health Insurance Board (hereinafter called the Committee) met on Tuesday, May 10, at 9:00  a.m. in Hearing Room #1, Public Service Commission Building, 1000 Center St., Little Rock, AR  72201.

Members Present				Members Absent
Becky Walker				
Shelby McCook			
Rosalind Minor for Joe Musgrove					
Janis Harrison
Janie Roach
Nancy Sheehan
Debbie Veach


Sharon Dickerson, Executive Director, Employee Benefits Division, DFA.

Others Present:
Pat Minyard, George Platt, Ashli Davis, Leigh Ann Chrouch, Gail Cliff, Bob Sterling, EBD; Mike Stock, Rob Thorpe, QualChoice; John Bauerlein, Kevin Geurtsen, Milliman;  Eddie Freyer, Nicola Patterson, Julie Marshall, Jim House, USAble; Rose Gantner, CorpHealth; Ted Borgstadt, TrestleTree; Patty O’Malley, APSC; Ron DeBerry, Barbara Melugin,  AR BC/BS; Diann Gwatney, AHTD; Bryan Meldrum, NovaSys; Ben Robbins, DataPath; Walt Morrison, UAMS ED, Marc Watts, ASEA; Niki Carr, AR Children’s Hospital.

Call to Order
Meeting was called to order by Becky Walker

Approval of Minutes
Motion by Shelby McCook was made to approve minutes from previous meeting, and seconded by Janis Harrison. Motion approved.

Disease Management Health Coaching Audit Report by Susan Bumpas.  
Ms. Bumpas presented a very thorough overview of disease management as defined by the Disease Management Association of America, upon which was the basis for the on-site audit of vendors.   The auditors had full system access with TrestleTree.  The auditors were provided narrative coaching notes for One Care Street. Blue Cross/Blue Shield’s audit was restricted by health dialog in the contract and limited to 24 individuals.  The audit team conducted a program review at NovaSys. QualChoice did not complete the questionnaire and informed Employee Benefits Division that they did not provide disease management.   Ms. Bumpas stated that the goal of the audit was to determine who was doing disease management and to determine if there was any duplication of services.  Ms. Bumpas reported that the insurance carriers, BlueCross, Health Advantage and NovaSys are providing a quality disease management program and that the three are NCQA or URAC accredited.  It was the opinion of the auditors that there was duplication of services.  The one exception was for the QualChoice members. These members would not have any disease management services.  

Dickerson reminded the committee that when these pilot programs were implemented the BlueCross/Health Advantage program was not in effect, and that it did not go into effect until October, 2004 for our members; and that we had not contracted with NovaSys at that time. 

The recommendation of the audit staff was not to contract with external vendors TrestleTree or One Care Street, because we would be duplicating services.  The recommendation further stated that if the Board wished to have an external vendor conduct disease management that they should require EBD to go out to bid and get a company that is either URAC or NCQA accredited.

McCook stated that instead of dealing directly with TrestleTree and One Care Street that the Committee should work with QualChoice to get the program lined out. QualChoice should do that 

Mike Stock from QualChoice stated that QualChoice is providing high risk case management and management for other diseases similar to what the other carriers are doing. Stock also stated QualChoice has a disease management program with American Health Ways covering diabetes and cardiac diseases. These are the programs referred to in the RFP.  Therefore, they are in place.  He further stated that QualChoice did not bid separately on a separate line item for disease management.  QualChoice provides case management, claims administration and various high dollar case management, but there was not a separate line item for disease management. Stock pointed out that the state paid TrestleTree $35 a month per member because it is a much more in-depth, comprehensive program. There are additional costs associated with this program. He stated QualChoice would have been happy to put their numbers into the quote, but at the time the program was being put in place the state was contracting independently with TrestleTree for the state members and some of the school members, so it seemed duplicative to include them in their quote. 
George Platt stated that in the RFP it stated that if there was a separate cost for services to outline it or it would be assumed the services were included in the quote. 

There was a discussion about the requirement of the RFP and Ms. Dickerson referred to a memo dated March 9, 2005 from Susan Bumpas to Brenda Willis of QualChoice noting their response to her question of whether they administered any disease management programs and to describe the administration of such programs.  Ms. Dickerson also referred to the question in the RFP asking, “Do you currently administer any disease management programs?  If “yes,” what programs and describe your method of administration of these programs.” QualChoice’s response was,  “Yes. Cardiovascular disease, diabetes management, and high-risk pregnancy. These programs are available to assist members to achieve quality outcomes while making the best use of their benefits. Once a case is identified, members and their treating physicians are contacted and the existing treatment plan is reviewed. Case managers will assist physicians by reinforcing instructions to members, coordination of care and services, identifying existing benefits and or limitations, locating community resources and assessing available home care or other alternative treatment settings. General information about managing wellness and the disease process is available in print and through telephonic discussions as well as via selected web sites.” 

QualChoice responded to the 31 question, questionnaire EBD sent to them that, “Disease Management for Arkansas State Employees covered by QualChoice/QCA is provided by TrestleTree.”

McCook read the additional response, “Disease Management for Public School Employees is only offered to the employees of the Rogers School District, and is also provided by TrestleTree.  QualChoice does not provide Disease Management to other members of the Public School Employee group. Case Management is offered to this member group on a case-by-case basis, for any disease, including high-risk maternity. The remainder of the questionnaire pertaining to Disease Management is not applicable to QualChoice.”

McCook stated that the basic question is… “Did QualChoice agree to provide Disease Management in their response to the RFP?”  Dickerson stated they did.   That was the interpretation of their response.

Stock stated there is a difference of interpretation, this is the first they had heard of it and they were not prepared as Ms. Dickerson was to discuss this. Stock reiterated that QualChoice does have disease management programs they use in many of lines of their business, but not all lines of business elect to use it. McCook asked, “What you are saying is that you did not build in anything to cover us on disease management, in your price in your response?” Stock stated that they built in high risk case management, just as BlueCross does for cancer, high risk pregnancy; and that QualChoice does do high risk case management. He stated that QualChoice does have case managers to work with those individuals like the other carriers do. 

Bumpas interjected that she conducted a quality management assessment of all the carriers a few years ago and QualChoice did have a disease management program. They had a diabetes and cardiovascular program. Those programs are now gone.

Stock stated that QualChoice had one nurse assigned to do this until they decided to outsource this function to American Health Ways and expand the program and have a much more comprehensive program. 

Dickerson stated that …” this could be solved very easily by QualChoice opening up their contract with American Health Ways and provide this service to our members. This would solve the problem of our members with QualChoice not having a disease management program. Is that an option that would not cost more money?” Stark responded …” the question is why does the state feel that they can pay TrestleTree an extra $35 and not pay American Health Ways? “

McCook stated it was a legal issue and should not be discussed any further.

McCook made the motion that EBD be directed by this group to enlist the legal counsel of the attorney from the  Attorney General’s office and determine exactly what was requested in the RFP and further determine if QualChoice responded with the intent to offer the disease management program comparable to NovaSys,  Blue Cross and Health Advantage and, if so, require them to comply; if not, ensure their disease management program is included and made available to our employees and that cost be added to the vendor and ensured that our 2006 Plan Year RFP/ contract requires specific wording before renewing any contract with QualChoice.  Ms. Harrison seconded the motion. 

Ms. Dickerson read excerpts of a letter from Kathy Hanlon of the Rogers Public Schools stating how much they appreciated the opportunity to be a pilot district of the TrestleTree Program.  The letter contained testimonials to the benefits of this program, and of the fact that they did not receive any complaints. 

McCook commended Ms. Bumpas and her staff on doing a tremendous job.  The audit was performed to determine if there is duplication in services offered by our health care providers and the disease management programs and it was determined there has been duplication of service.   

It is the purpose of the Committee to have Disease Management embedded in the Plan for 2006.

McCook made a motion that the Committee submit the recommendation of the EBD audit team that if the Board desires to offer disease management services in addition to those programs provided by the contracted health carriers, that the bid process be followed for vendor selection.  
 
There was a show of hands with four members voting in favor.  The motion carried.

ASE Rate Structure by John Bauerlein and Kevin Geurtsen, Milliman
Kevin Geurtsen presented the ASE Health Benefit Program Preliminary 2005-2006 Underwriting Package.  McCook asked how it compares to what we are doing this year (retirees under 65).  Milliman’s response was for the under 65 you are contributing more.  Bauerlein said the rates are being recalibrated. McCook pointed out that rates are established based on experience rather than blending.  This could cause premiums to go up even if the percentage of the most popular plan does not go up.  Early retirees will show an increase.  

The high deductible plan was discussed and the risk involved.  McCook remarked that the retirees on the high deductible plan will not continue to take the risk if premiums go up, and will leave the plan.  Ms. Walker stated there needs to be a wider spread between the HMO and the high deductible.    

An indemnity plan was discussed with Ms. Dickerson stating the BC PPO is basically an indemnity plan. 

There was discussion on how to get the rates down for both state and school retirees.  Milliman was asked to come back next month with recalibrated numbers.  These rates will have to be approved next month. There was discussion about requiring the state Medicare retirees to obtain the Medicare Part D plan as it will be with the PSE retirees.   Bauerlein stated they are working off the Board recommendations and the Board said we will keep the drug benefits for the state employee group. He suggested that we get a recommendation from the Board to explore other options.   He also stated it would be a big loss to go from a plan with 10/25/50 (70% of the cost) to Medicare Part B with the donut hole (50% of cost).  McCook stated the premiums proposed by Milliman are not credible unless you build in the 28% anticipated rebate. Milliman will explore other models and send them back to the committee about two weeks prior to the next meeting. 

A plan design for the non-Medicare primary retirees was presented by Milliman.

The committee asked about the Medicare RFP.  Dickerson responded that it has not been let to date, but will know more of what we can do with the Medicare retirees when we get the RFPs back.  It would be administratively advantageous if the family unit is kept together, and allow those not Medicare primary to select the plan of their choice.  

Ms. Dickerson then reported on a meeting with Joe Quinn, Martha Hyatt, State Health Department, Bobbi Davis, Kay Durnett and others regarding the “stamp out smoking program.”  The Health Department can now take our members into that program.  Altemus recommended that we send new members to the Health Department Plan, but finish out the current plan with the ones now enrolled.  Ms. Harrison seconded.  Motion carried.

Dickerson also discussed behavioral health needs for Medicare primary retirees.  Ms. Harrison made the recommendation that if we go to the Medigap type program that we remove retirees from the behavioral health program.  Altemus seconded the motion.  Motion carried.

There was more discussion on the State Health Risk Assessment. The Committee does not want to take to the Board before Joe Thompson does an analysis on actual cost.  The proposal is the non-smoker will get $20, and the smoker will pay $20.

Meeting adjourned.


